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One day a girl named Veronica and her sisters Lilly and Sophie
went outside to play. Veronica, Lilly and Sophie live in New
Hampshire.  Veronica is 10 years old, Lilly is 9 year’s old, and
Sophie is 7 year’s old. 

Veronica usually wears purple, Lilly wears pink and Sophie wears yellow.
Veronica is holding some mint.  Lilly and Sophie are getting chocolate chips.
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Lilly is the middle child, and Sophie is the youngest.
Our dad owns a shop called the “Chef’s Outdoor
Restaurant”,  when he  retires we will take over the
shop.  Today dad retired, that means we take care of
the shop.

Next Day...........

Today is the day that we get to start work at dad’s
shop.  “This is going to be fun.” said Sophie
“I wonder what we are going to do first?” said Lilly.

Hi!
I am

Veronica. I
am the 
oldest. 

                  



Dad drove us to the Chef’s Outdoor
Restaurant.  When we got there dad showed
us the book.  The book is the thing that holds
all of the secret recipes.  Dad told us every-
thing we need to know.  Then we ate lunch.
Right after lunch dad told me to come with
him.  We went into a closet and he told me
that I was the boss.

“The boss!!” I said.
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Sophie is  tasting a chocolate drink.

I am  going to
be the boss!!

Lilly is showing us some ground up chocolate.

Veronica is making coffee

           



Then dad said that I have to take care of Lilly and
Sophie. “Is that all right?” said dad. “That is all
right” I said, “Today I will make my first Magic
Cake. I will teach my sisters how to do it.“

Our first day…………my sisters and I mix up a lot
of  batches of chocolate mix.

“This is so much fun.” Sophie said.
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A good chef always washes their hands.
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Chef Veronica has made a 
wonderful magic cake 

“See this..”, said V, 
“this is an ordinary
cake.”

“You take these sprinkles and pour
them on”

“...then you have magic cake.”
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Then a customer came in. He said” I would like a coffee and
some mints.”

In about 1 month they
were the best Chef’s in the
world.

They made millions of
dollars. They were rich. In
one day they made about
$10,000 and they gave it to
the poor and the Homeless
Shelter. Some people gave
them money for the fund-
raiser. The rich gave them
toy’s for poor kids.

Chef Veronica pours the magic drinks.

Lilly & Sophie drink magical chocolatey drinks that V made for them.
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Mmmm!  This magic cake tastes great.
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This i
s

a cake.

This is a
nother cake.

When
you eat magic

food you must
think of whatever is
your favorite food and
that is what you will

will be eating.

These are cookies.

Veronica Displays 
Chocolate Foods  

Baking in the Ovens

Here the chef shows us the
chocolate cakes and chocolate
cookies. They can become
magic cake if Chef V puts
the magic sprinkles on it.
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